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Under the traditional view, tests and proofs are strictly alternative approaches. Since proving aims at establishing correctness, whereas testing aims at uncovering errors, a correct program needs no testing, and there's no point in trying to prove a buggy one. Research published at TAP recognizes that such a traditional view is obsolete. Testing and proving are increasingly seen as complementary rather than mutually exclusive techniques: rigorous testing can increase the confidence in the correctness of program parts that are hard to reason about formally, and proving can help make testing more efficient and systematic. Thus, combining tests and proofs means both advancing techniques of each kind and their combination, with the ultimate goal of improving software and system dependability.
The article How Testing Helps to Diagnose Proof Failures by Guillaume Petiot, Nikolai Kosmatov, Bernard Botella, Alain Giorgetti, and Jacques Julliand demonstrates how adding testing to an automated deductive verification process can help to debug failed verification attempts. Automated deductive verifiers, such as the WP module of Frama-C targeted by the paper, often deal with proofs of properties expressed in undecidable logic fragments. As a result, a verifier that wants to be sound is also necessarily incomplete: when a proof fails it could be either because the specification is not verifiable (the program has a bug) or simply because the proof heuristics failed to build a proof (but might succeed if given more information). Figuring out which alternative is the case is tricky and cannot be determined by proofs alone. The paper presents a technique that transparently runs automatically generated tests whenever a correctness proof fails. Thanks to the natural complementarity of tests and proofs, a failed test conclusively indicates the presence of a bug, whereas many passing tests suggest that the cause of a failed proof may be just insufficient annotations. A tool implementing the paper's technique has been released as an open-source Frama-C plugin, and the same approach is generally applicable to any deductive verification framework where testing is possible.
The article Tests and Proofs for Custom Data Generators by Catherine Dubois and Alain Giorgetti addresses the problem of finding counterexamples for false conjectures in the Coq proof assistant. In modern interactive theorem proving, it is common to automatically test non-trivial conjectures before any proof attempts. However, the automatic generation of meaningful test data for complex data structures that involve invariants is nontrivial. Therefore, the testing frameworks provide mechanisms for designing custom data generators. The authors show that with the help of formal methods one can design, specify, implement and check effective data generators for complex data structures with invariants. The authors rely on random testing and bounded exhaustive testing to validate Coq definitions and conjectures and evaluate these techniques on an impressive case study including permutations and rooted maps. The case study itself is also a contribution to combinatorics and to the formalization of mathematics in Coq.
